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Let’s think in 3D, communicate in 3D,
and produce in 3D.

Dear Readers,
Reputed architects and consultants agree to the fact that
using 3D technology to communicate brings clarity, enables
faster decision-making and builds better relationships.
3D technology will become a major communication tool
in the present decade. Towards the end of this decade,
people will be carrying more of 3D communication tools
rather than 2D.
Fifteen years ago when mobile phones arrived we were
wondering whether the technology would do anything at all
because it was so expensive; today, how many of us use landline
phones? Development of technology has developed the way
we communicate. 3D technology (rapid prototyping) was
available earlier, but was confined mainly to big manufacturers
such as in the automotive or machine-manufacturing sector,
and confined largely to the pre-manufacturing stage. Indeed,
3D technology is now moving up the design value chain and

is being used to validate designs for almost all sectors. Just
as you can design in 3D, you can create products in real life,
solid models, which are going to be the future. 3D prints will
enable you to understand things clearly, avoid ambiguity,
create better impact.
iKix has pioneered the use of this technology in creating
architectural designs and validating them for almost 6 years
and extending its service to many clients. One such client,
Mr. Indranil Chatterjee from Archivista Engineering Projects
Private Limited shared his experience and highlighted the
many advantages of 3D prints. Also in iNews, we are sharing
three of the recent 3D models, produced by iKix team.
Let’s think in 3D, communicate in 3D, and produce in 3D. We
would be glad to receive your suggestions and feedback
through insite@ikix.in.
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CHAKAN MANUFACTURING PLANT IN PUNE

PEARL BEACH RESORTS AT COURTALLAM

- a 678 luxury mass apartment complex
with a stilt plus 16 floor elevation is
being developed in OMR, Chennai. The
magnificent model made at iKix portrays
the splendour of the project and details
of the club house, swimming pool and
the vast landscape area. This 3D replica
of architect’s vision, made for the launch
of the project was the cynosure of all
eyes.

- This Project is one of the largest
investments by G.E in India, which will
generate employment opportunities
for over 2000 people. This green field
manufacturing hub is spread over 68
acres. The 3D model highlights the
benchmarking facilities of this multimodal large scale facility. All the invitees
who had gathered for the opening
ceremony were impressed by the
accuracy of the miniature replication.

- a 5 falls resort in Courtallam, Tamil
Nadu. iKix team meticulously brought
out the scenic and ideal Holiday Spot
feel in the model and aptly created
various amenities like the swimming
pool and lush greenery. It was displayed
during the launch to the delight of
visitors, who appreciated the way the
complexity of different facilities, were
incorporated very cleverly.

3D Modeling helps the
stakeholders in different
stages of a project
Mr. Indranil Chatterjee
Design Head, Archivista Engineering Projects Private Limited

Tell us about the advantages, an architect can get from 3D
physical model?
Most of the Architects do presentations using the detailed
perspective rendered images, but 3D modelling makes a
difference and takes the presentation to the next level. When
a monolithic model is made, one need not worry about the
joints and precision. With 3D model, architects and designers
are able to express and explain the form of the building in an
effective manner. The other advantage is that it enables us to
apply colours and finishes.

Will the 3D modelling help the stakeholders in different
stages of a project?
Definitely. There are various stages in which a physical model
is required. In the conception stage, it serves two purposesone to satisfy our own selves in terms of visualization and
another is to meet client’s expectations. In stage 2, for a
massive project, 3D model is essential as it gives clarity on
the end product to the multiple decision-makers. In stage 3,
i.e., in the execution stage, we have a number of stakeholders

in the form of different contractors and service providers
and every one of them must have a 3D visualization of the
building. No amount of printed drawing can give the clarity
which a precise 3D model gives. Many of the mistakes which
occur due to lack of understanding of an Architect’s vision
can be avoided.
Can you throw some light on the awareness level of 3D
printing in India?
Based on my experience, on a scale of 10 Architects
competing for 10 projects, I could find only on one occasion
a competitor other than us presented the concept through a
3D model. Generally there is awareness, but at the moment,
3D printing is being extensively used by the corporates,
which are operating from the leading cities.
Your first impression of iKix?
We came in contact with ikix
when we were on the lookout
for an agency dealing with
3D modelling so that we
could present block models
to our clients. In less than a
year, we have been served
with five models of different
projects and the team
delivered all these models
to our complete satisfaction
and in a short time. Infact,
one of the models - Model
of the Transit Facility of
Andaman Government fetched us an award.
Your experience with iKix?
Everything at iKix is very well organized and system bound,
which are strictly followed by all employees. It always helps
when you are systemized as it makes the accountability
of everyone at high level. I feel that this meticulous system
enables them to produce very good output, every time.
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